BRICKFORM Pro-Dye PLUS has been reformulated to a liquid form and is now easier to use than before. Pro-Dye PLUS is available in the same 26 standard colors and produces the same beautiful results. Pro-Dye PLUS penetrates the surface of concrete, creating a layer of translucent color that dries quickly and will not chip, crack, or peel. Pro-Dye PLUS is packaged in liquid form to be mixed in proportion with acetone or water. Pro-Dye PLUS is designed to work with the Lythic Polishing System for the coloring process in polishing floors. Pro-Dye PLUS is also excellent in vertical applications, stencils, and logos because it dries quickly. Pro-Dye PLUS colors are vivid with unique multi-colored intensities, similar to the mottling effect of acid stain. Colors can be combined to create an unlimited number of color variations.
Pro-Dye PLUS Standard Colors

Swatches shown here represent Pro-Dye PLUS mixed with acetone (left) and water (right).

Disclaimer - When choosing colors, use the appropriate BRICKFORM color selection guide for more accurate matching. Colors shown here display only the range of BRICKFORM options available. To confirm an exact color, have your contractor prepare a color sample for your approval before actual construction. BRICKFORM accepts no responsibility for color matching or misprints.

Pro-Dye PLUS Standard Colors on smooth troweled concrete

Swatches shown here represent Pro-Dye PLUS mixed with acetone (left) and water (right).